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About This Game

Fast-paced and furious, DiscStorm is an arena combat game where split-second reactions are essential to dodge flying discs as
they ricochet around at breakneck speed.

Meet up with your friends at home and challenge them to intense multiplayer deathmatches. If you want to really test your skills,
then the single player adventure boasts diverse settings such as haunted mansions and pirate ships - all of which come with their

own formidable enemies and epic boss fights.

Inspired by 90s console classics, DiscStorm evokes retro nostalgia with its upbeat chip-tune soundtrack and bold pixel-art
visuals. Successfully progress through the vibrant environments and you'll not only earn achievements for your efforts, but also

be rewarded with quirky new costumes for the cast of characters.
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Fast-paced arena combat - Gameplay that's easy to pick up, but truly difficult to master: dodge and deflect flying discs
as they ricochet around the arena at lightning speed.

Energetic local multiplayer - Invite friends over to battle. DiscStorm offers a variety of compelling game match types;
fight it out in a classic first-to-ten deathmatch or strive to keep the crown in the hectic 'Regicide' mode.

Epic boss fights - Each arena brings its own unique play-style and enemies. Whether it be the laser-shooting Stone
Golem in the jungle temple or the lava-spewing Fire Elemental of the volcano lair, exciting new challenges await you at
every turn.

Striking retro art and music - the soundtrack fuses modern dance trends with retro chiptunes, whilst the artwork
blends classic pixel art with high fidelity graphics.

A controller is highly recommended to play DiscStorm, a list of supported devices can be found HERE.
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This is a neat little turn-based management game combined with a history lesson.
What's this game about? Consolidating power as fast as you can and then stockpiling resources.
You do this by slotting a limited number of workers into resource-spots.
Once you found out the trick, the game becomes trivial. It's about 5-8 hours of fun.

If you decided to get this, here are three tips:
1. Play a test run to get the hang of things until turn 80~, then start a new one. You'll be better.
2. Take Horus as your main deity. Since consolidating power is key, he's just ridiculous.
3. Don't build pyramids. Turns out they're a giant waste of resources. Who knew?. Such a wonderful soundtrack to bring the
gloomy atmosphere for Sora and to remind you of your mission. Glorious 320kbs master race. If you don't get this, you'd better
to drop your weapons. Possibly one of the worst games to ever exist at a $15 price point. Without Within 3 is the third
installment of the Without Within franchise by InvertMouse, developer of other good visual novels like Cursed Sight and 
Unhack, also available to purchase on Steam.

This is a short kinetic visual novel with comedy plus drama elements and tells the story of two calligraphers, Vinty and
Excelia, which are investigating the recent case of sightings of a deceased calligrapher called Kiki in Singapore.
Through their investigation, both girls will learn more about Kiki and her relationship with Tai, a woman obsessed
with obtaining the perfect skills of calligraphy and also Kiki's childhood friend. I honestly enjoyed the writing here, the
balance between comedy and drama was good in my opinion; this little novel has some nice moments where it breaks
the 4th wall, and it will also make you shed a tear near the ending. I've always enjoyed the writing of Without Within,
and this third title has definitely become my favorite so far!

The art style is simple and it fits just fine together with the story. There are lots of little animations here and there,
making the experience of reading through the novel even better. BGM was good too, it was pleasant to listen. Overall,
it's a pretty and enjoyable visual novel that I definitely recommend giving a try. It really has a unique sense of humor.

8\/10. Also, it took me one hour and a half to read the whole story, reading it at a fast pace. Hopefully, there will be
another sequel soon!. I would not recommend this as DTG have not changed\/updated anything, except the lights on the
train. I am disappointed that it did not come with the Evening Star. I have not managed to get this train when, pulling
a heavy load not to have wheel slip.

It is a shame that IHH is out of business, as their version was far better than this.

If you do want to give this a go then please wait for it on sale as it is defiantly not worth it at full price.
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Would be better if we could have playable variations of Towa's abilities, like science escape. This is more an opinion than a
review. ^^; My apologies in advance!. What's the meanest way you been rejected?
What is the meanest way you been rejected by a man or a woman?

Yes.

It is OK.. A nice add-on for flavor.. Fun and chill game for times when you just have to relax. Story was very vague and non-
existent. Last song of story mode is clearly broken. It wasn't clear if completing a song had any meaning.. Very amazing it was
done totally by one person!

Pros:
Impressive graphics, especially considering it was made entirely by one person.
Interesting soundtrack. Spooky!
Could probably easily be adapted into a VR game.
Fun hidden achievments, and some of the clues and hidden objects are actually tricky.
Unexpected jump scares
the tree theme is interesting

Cons:
The English isn't great. It could of used more proofing. Capital letters, proper tense, amd grammer structure were all missing
quite a bit.
Controls are a bit glitchy, it can take a few tries to interact with something.
No zoom function - which can be tricky for notcing the tiny clues.
Visually very dark- so it's hard to see some things.
A lot of the tasks are glitchy. You'll do the correct thing and it wont work. But then you re-enter the space, and it works.
A lot of the tasks require you to walk away and come back. For instance, a locked door makes you think you're stuck in a room.
but then you walk away, come back, and the door breaks
It seems like this takes place in the 80s but the costumes on the characters are all victoria era?
Some of the mini games you'll have the answer correct and it wont work unless you save, exit, and relaunch
If you save and come back to the game you aren't always where you left off
Quite reptative, going through the same rooms over and over again
There is a journal of sorts but it only gets a few entries. It would be great if it told you your objectives when you're stuck,
otherwise there's no real use to it.
Some of the puzzles I had to look on here to find the answer. I am still not sure how you would find the answer without help.

Even though my list of cons is long, I actually think this game has a LOT of potential, and I enjoyed playing it. I Am impressed
with the developer and hope they continue to put out games. This was better than a lot of games that have full teams.. Strictly
fun only in a turn-your-brain-off kind of way. The amount of decline in Seven compared to Oath in Felghana/Origin is
astounding.

What you get here is a mashfest which does nothing to change up how its played over the course of it's 20-hour length. Dungeon
design has been completely simplified and platforming practically eliminated together with the removal of the ability to jump.
Dungeons are nothing more than extremely simple mazes with enemies at every single turn of the road, with the occasional
"puzzle" which simply comes down to equipping a key item and then unequipping it once you get past it instead of being a core
ability with more depth to its usage. Oh no, it's a pool of lava. What do you do? Equip the ice amulet which let you walk over it
safely. There's no intricacies involved to using it as there would be to a new ability in your usual metroidvania. Consider the
opportunities the elemental amulets in Oath/Origin offered for both combat and exploration.

Every enemy type comes down to mindlessly-charges-at-you or shoots-projectile-at-you with barely any variation other than
debuffs inflicted and the size and amount of HP. Enemy types are rarely mixed together to create interesting encounters. Most
boss fights play out almost exactly the same, and they're ridiculously tanky no matter how much you grind for gear or levels.
Just walk up to them, spam your skills, and Flash Guard anything they throw at you. Unfortunately all bosses are ridiculously
bulletspongy as most of them don't even have any second phases or intensifying attacks as the fight goes on, making them feel
incredibly repetitive.
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The Flash Guard maneuver has had the most disastrous effect on the game. Basically, it lets you parry anything. Giant dragon
claws crushing you, tornadoes, even if the whole arena fills with lava you can still Flash Guard it and walk away unscathed. It
protects you from any damage, it makes your SP/EXTRA gauge fill faster, and it also gives you a temporary damage boost, so
there's little reason why you wouldn't do it. But because it can parry literally everything, it also makes every attack the same.
Giant fireballs? Sweeping claws? Enemies trying to crush you from above? Arena filling with lava? Just Flash Guard it. That's
literally all there is to it. The only difficult part is memorizing the timings but after a few tries you should be golden. There's
none of the frantic moving around and having to think about your positioning that was present in Oath/Origin. You can literally
just stand still in front of the boss' face, mash attack, and Flash Guard when he's about to attack you. Every fight will be like
this.

The new party system could be good, it just isn't. For starters, the party AI is completely useless. Party members will try
attacking enemies for barely any damage, only to get tons of damage in return. Do you like your party members taking damage
even though you have no control over them? Get used to having to switch to a party member with only 1HP left if the one you
just played as got knocked out. What's more, every party member doesn't play that radically different from the other. Party
members have different basic attack combos and skills, but aside from that they play near-identical in terms of defense and
movement. Consider the differences between playable characters in any kind of 2D beat 'em up, and then compare them to the
differences between party members in Seven. The only reason you're often switching between them is because some party
members deal damage of a certain type which some enemies are weak to while being resistent to others.

Each party member has around 12 skills to extend their basic moveset. The thing is, you can only equip four. Instead of being
part of your basic moveset, you'll just end up equipping the skills which deal the highest DPS, rather because of their uitility.
Even moreso when you consider that skills take up a finite (but rechargeable) resource. Evenso, alot of skills per characters are
near identical in purpose, with some skills being straight-up stronger versions of existing ones but higher SP costs. It's only made
worse is that each party member has some minor variation of the same skill archetype which only makes each party member
feel more identical. Almost every party member has at least four of these: an uppercut-launcher, a Stinger, a ranged attack, a
circular AoE attack, a linear AoE attack, a flurry combo, etc.

The grinding in Seven is somewhat worse since you have to grind for material drops now in order to be able to craft better gear,
material drops often dropping based on chance. Each separate skill can be leveled each time you use it, but the leveling
requirements can get as ridiculous as having to use a skill over 500 times just to advance a single level. There's items to let you
speed up this grind, but it doesn't really take away the core of the issue.

Also, the final boss expects that you have leveled all your party members evenly. You will have screwed yourself over
royally if you didn't, even though there's nothing to suggest that was ever expected from you.

Pros:

Great music

Combat feels fun and snappy

The places you visit are varied

Cons:

Flash Guard completely simplifies avoiding damage by letting you block anything

Dumb♥♥♥♥♥party AI

Party members don't play that differently from eachother

Dungeon design is incredibly repetitive and overly simplistic outside the occasional platforming gimmick
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Forced backtracking halfway through the game

The grinding here is even worse than for usual Ys standards

Having to manually re-(un)equip key items is cumbersome

Nearly all boss fights are tanky bulletsponges with no sense of progression, and almost all of them play out the same due
to Flash Guarding

Skill system is poorly realized, individual skill statistics are not explained at all, and basically you will only be using the
most damaging skill over and over

Very little variation in how combat plays out over the course of the game

5/10. EDIT December 2017 - This game has long since been abandoned. I would no longer recommend buying it.

As has been mentioned in another review, Race To Mars (RTM) is very similar to Buzz Aldrin's Race In Space (BARIS), in that
you play as the director of a space company. In BARIS, the focus was very much the Space Race of the Cold War and beating
the USA/USSR to various landmarks; RTM however is set in the 21st Century and has you competing against private companies
who are also looking to reach to Mars.

I have only played the game a little bit, but it seems to be fairly intuitive as many of the menus do what you would expect them
to, with only one or two screens which confused me. Some actions such as launching the first satellite would be improved with
tooltips or something else to make the process a little clearer.

It is an Early Access game, so there are features needed to be added, and some of the screens either haven't been translated into
English yet, or the language needs a little tweaking to make the meaning clearer. That being said, with the ability to launch a
wider variety of missions to be added at a later date, I can see this being a game I could sink many hours into further into
development.. Needs more vodka. The graphics in the cutscenes and gameplay didn't render correctly, and I can't play the game
like that.
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